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36 Gunas (Characteristics) in horoscope
Matching or Kundali Milan

What are the 36 Gunas (Characteristics) in horoscope or Kundali?

It is often said that opposites attract, but does this also apply to humans? What
if there is a stir in heaven? Life is not always full of pleasures. The astrological
fallacy is not just a function of the future. The horoscope also describes the
nature of individual, his/her likes and dislikes, the skills of social behaviour and
the way he/she behaves. In Indian society, marriage is considered a birth
relationship. An alternative is to match their hoe to ensure compatibility
between the prospective bride and groom. Couples influence each other after
marriage and their horoscope has a combined effect on their future. Once
married, their Kundli collectively affects their future and life cycle for life.

Get Free Online Complete Horoscope by Date of Birth ion Hindi and English

Generally, the method of mixing the horoscope is similar in North and South
India. Still some things are slightly different in South India. While mixing the
horoscope, eight main things are seen in a similar way in North and South India.
These are as follows.

Varna (1 Point)1.
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Vaasya (2 Points)2.

Tara or Deena (3 Points)3.

Yoni (4 Points)4.

Maitri (5 Points)5.

Gana (6 Points)6.

Bhakoot (7 points) 7.

Nadi (8 Points)8.

The total of all is 36 marks.

Based on this criterion, merging the horoscope of two possible people and
calculating its result is called property matching.

18 out of 36 is 50% which is considered average and if scored 28 marks is
considered satisfactory. At the time of joining the horoscope, you should get at
least 18 marks.

If the bride groom is of the same pulse, then it is called pulse defect. For
example, if both have a middle pulse, then this pulse defect causes problems in
childbirth. In such a case, the possibility of the birth of a child is negligible. The
couple involved has a direct relationship with the blood group.

This is the subject of an in-depth study and why only these factors were
observed when calculating compatibility. Still its validity cannot be questioned.
For example, if the girl was born in a dog cunt (dog-dog) and the boy is a
manger cunt (manger-cat), then in such a situation the girl will always
dominate the boy. This prediction can be made based on the nature of the dog
cat.

Mangal Dosh is taken seriously while mixing horoscopes all over India while
astrologers do not consider Shani Dosh as serious. While adding the horoscope,
the zodiac sign i.e. the Moon sign should be properly matched and its fruit
should be considered. The lagna has equal importance while adding the
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horoscope.

These 10 factors are considered while mixing the horoscope in South India.

Dhina- The bridegroom based on the stars is calculated based on the age1.

of the bride's meditative life.
Gana - represents happy life and general well-being.2.

Mahendra- Relates to the possibility of childbirth.3.

Female longevity - It is also for a happy and normal life.4.

Yoni- seen to be a blissful and balanced marital life.5.

Sign- It is for the children and their happiness.6.

Rahesyadhipati- It is also about descent and wealth.7.

Vaishey- It is for love and happiness from marriage.8.

Rajju- It is very important for a long married life as well as for the bride and9.

groom.
Vedhai- If Vedhai is zero, the marital life is saved from all kinds of disasters.10.

Horoscope matching and property calculation is a very popular practice in
India. Here ordinary people know how many qualities are required to get
married. Some astrologers follow the traditional methods of matching
horoscopes. Ganesha follows Indian astrological concepts while matching the
horoscopes.

This method is called Composite Chart. I believes that in addition to the
traditional method of mixing the horoscope, the composite chart also plays an
important role for a successful married life.

Composite chart is a method in which the effect of one horoscope is compared
to the horoscope of another. Like- the bride's ascendant is Libra and the bride's
Capricorn is not in such a way, as there should be no marital alliance because
both are in each other's class. Because of this, there will be differences of
thought and conflict between the two. On the other hand if the groom is in Libra
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ascendant and the bride is in Aquarius then their life will be very blissful
because both have the same element in their zodiac sign - age.

In the second case, if the groom does his business and Rahu and Shani of the
groom affect the third house of the groom, the groom will have to suffer
business loss after marriage.

For mutual physical attraction, the bride as well as the bride's Venus should be
in a favourable position. If they are in a triangle then it can be good, if they are
in the centre then it is a sign of tension in love life. Similarly, for the couple to
have a normal relationship and a strong bond between the two, there should
be a good relationship between the lords of the seventh house in both
horoscopes.

In this way there is a long list of harmonizing relationships which may take
some time to become popular among other Indian astrologers for matching
horoscopes. I believes that horoscope matching can be even more accurate
and reliable if the composites chart is effectively combined with the old system.

Importance of Muhurta

For the bride and groom, it is not just the combination of horoscope, but the
auspicious time of marriage also means a lot for a successful married life. If the
movements of the planets are not right or are affecting the lagna badly or in
the seventh house of the Muhurta or if the moon is badly affected at the time of
marriage then happiness is reduced. The moon should not pass through the
constellation of the sin planet or at least not in the zodiac sign which is in the
path of the strong sin planets - Saturn, Rahu and Ketu. Muhurta is given due
importance throughout India.

WANT TO FREE ACURATE MATCH MAKING

Horoscope matching becomes more effective and useful when all factors are
considered in the calculation. Along with horoscope matching, proper
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explanation of the details related to it is necessary so that the prediction is
accurate. This reduces major setbacks in marital life. Horoscope matching is
very common in Indian culture. This is probably one of the main reasons for the
long Indian marital life as the horoscope examines the ratio of matching
qualities of a couple. It is a misconception that horoscope matching is only
necessary for the wedding of the family. This rule applies equally for love
marriages as well. It predicts the longevity of the relationship and considers
factors that people do not pay attention to because of being immersed in love.
With the passage of time, there is now a demand for horoscope matching in
love marriages too, especially from the parents of the bride bridegroom. best
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